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CANTINA MONTELLIANA
The Veneto, Italy
A cooperative of associated growers, located in the heart of Treviso province at
the foot of the Asolo and Montello hills. Producers of the highest quality wines,
using traditional methods along with modern technologies and attention to detail
at every production step.

MARCA TREVIGIANA
Pinot Grigio IGT 2015
$12.13 Wholesale, $14.99 Retail
+452466
SPEC Case/12

Delivers terrific zesty citrus fruit on the nose
and on the palate. An exceptional balance of
crisp acidity and bright green apple fruit.

IL FOLLO
The Veneto, Italy
The Follador family goes back generations as farmers of the soils in the
hills of Valdobbiadene – the heart of Prosecco production. Vittorio
Follador and his family continue to produce exceptional sparkling wines.
‘The Follo’ is a village on the famous foothill of Cartizze. The winery is
situated near this village of old wine tradition that expresses the history
and culture of these lands. It has been Il Follo’s brand since 2002.

PROSECCO DOC SPUMANTE EXTRA DRY
Prosecco
Fresh and lively in the mouth, with a hint of
$14.95 Wholesale, $17.99 Retail
tangerine and citrus. Delicate flavours of
+836452
SPEC Case/12
lemon and orange on the palate, crisp finish.

CUVÈE ROSATO SPUMATE
Glera, Cabernet Sauvignon
$14.95 Wholesale, $17.99 Retail
+363986
SPEC Case/12

Greg Kochuk
Manager

Light pink colour, nose of fresh strawberries.

Elegant and stylish, crisp and refreshing.
Bright cherry palate, with balanced acidity
and fine, smooth mousse finish.
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FATTORIA MONTECCHIO
Tuscany, Italy
In 1973, Ivo Nuti began his adventure with the estate of Montecchio, in a
journey to present day, with his wife and three sons all directly involved.
Over this time, they renewed the old vineyards and created new ones,
allowing expansion in the range and quality of wines. The restoration of
the cellars and establishment of their guest-friendly agriturismo completed
the estate. The ideal microclimate and meticulous production techniques
enable the production of top quality Sangiovese.

‘CB’ CHIANTI DOCG 2014
(Sangiovese 100%)
$12.52 Wholesale, Retail $15.29
+779868
SPEC Case/12

Loaded with character, this traditional styled,
medium bodied Chianti shows a classic savoury
spectrum of red cherry and violet, with a hint of
forest floor and a gentle tannin backbone.

CALABRETTA
Sicily, Italy
Calabretta is one of the superstars on the island of Sicily. Its location is
750 meters of elevation on Sicily’s active Mount Etna volcano. This
elevation delivers hot Mediterranean sun and warm breezes. The
considerable variations in day and nitght time temperatures cause a
complexity of flavours, making wines from this area of particular interest
to critics and buyers worldwide.

CALA CALA VINO ROSSO N/V
(Nerello Capuccio, Nerello Mascalese)
$18.92 Wholesale, $21.69 Retail
+359091
SPEC Case/12

Greg Kochuk
Manager

On the nose, produces leather with
nuances of tea and flowers. Full body
with amazing acidity, red fruit, cherry
and spices.
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PLATINUM ITALIA
Abruzzo, Italy
Three Women of Design reinterpret the charm of Italian wine with
elegance and emotion. PLATINUM was dreamt, studied and created by
Sonia and Marzia Ferretti and Mariateresa Ruccolo, who shared together
their own personal experiences and their passion for wine, realizing a
‘SOGNO’ (dream). The wines of Abruzzo are well known and
appreciated worldwide. This area, thanks to the history and culture of
production, and the unique climatic and geological characteristics, allows
expression of the native grapes for an enriching wine drinking experience.

SOGNO PECORINO COLLINE PESCARESI IGT 2014
(Pecorino)
Bright yellow colour with greenish tinges.
$18.92 Wholesale, $21.99 Retail
Citrus aromatics, with grapefruit dominant.
+579912
SPEC Case/12
Fresh taste due to robust acidity and the
structure of the grape varietal.
PURO DESIO MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO DOC 2012
(Montepulciano d’Abruzzo)
Intense ruby red colour with violet nuances.
$15.24 Wholesale, $18.49 Retail
Well balanced fruit and structure. No oak
+885871
SPEC Case/12
treatment for a fresh, clean, fruit forward
style of red. Bright cherry red fruit present.

CANTINE LUNAE BOSONI
Liguria, Italy
Cantine Luna Bosoni has been named after the ancient “Portus Lunae” (the
port of the moon), one of the most important port cities in the northern part
of the ancient Roman Empire. The winery was established in 1966 by
Paolo Bosoni, and is currently the largest winery in Liguria, with over
500,000 bottles in annual total production.

COLLI DI LUNI ‘ETICHETTA GRIGIA’ (Grey Label) VERMENTINO DOC 2015
(Vermentino 100%)
$20.39 Wholesale, $23.49 Retail
+882209
LISTED Case/12
Greg Kochuk
Manager

Pale yellow with golden hues. Intense and
elegant bouquet. Fresh and harmonious in the
mouth, with hints of broom flowers and other
fresh fruits. Well balanced saltiness in the finish.
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VINOSIA
Campania, Italy
Vinosia is young project undertaken by Mario and Luciano Ercolino,
whose family founded Feudi di San Gregorio, where Mario was formerly
the head winemaker. In 2003, Mario and Luciano set out to make their
own wines and founded Vinosia, which roughly translates as ‘a new place
of wine’. The winery is located in the township of Carazita, 5km from
Taurasi, in a village called Luogosano (meaning ‘healthy place’), in the
Irpinia region of Campania. Their wines are elegant and exceptional.

AUTOCTONI SERIES
Falanghina IGT 2015
$13.80 Wholesale, $16.49 Retail
+ 441022
SPEC Case/12

Aglianico IGT 2014
$13.80 Wholesale, $16.49 Retail
+607705
SPEC Case/12

Jade Sparkling Falanghina
$18.47 Wholesale, $21.49 Retail
+660621
SPEC Case/6

Rosato d’Aglianico DOC 2015
$13.77 Wholesale, $16.49 Retail
+696708
SPEC Case/12

Greg Kochuk
Manager

A very pretty wine, full of exotic fruits, citrus

and white flowers. Opens with fresh aromas
of melon, stone fruit and fragrant
honeysuckle. Offers bright acidity, with a
unique richness and intensity.

Polished and intense red wine, with thick
concentration, and large dollops of black
fruit, mineral and spice. Pulpy and plump.

Elegant sparkler made from Falanghina
grapes. Crisp, with hints of green apple
and slight notes of crusted bread.

A remarkably polished rosé made with
Aglianico grapes. Has elegance and style,
with dynamic raspberry and strawberry
fruit.
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Neromora Irpinia Aglianico DOC 2012
$22.57 Wholesale, $25.99 Retail
+883413
SPEC Case/12

Ripe blackberry with evolving
liquorice flavours resulting from the
volcanic soil of the Taurasi region.
A terrific mid-range Aglianico.

CLASSICI D’IRPINIA SERIES
L’Ariella Greco di Tufo DOCG 2015
$18.18 Wholesale, $21.99 Retail
+845743
SPEC Case/12

An exceptional Greco, with aromas
of stone fruit, melon and honey. It
has solid minerality and backbone.

Le Grade Fiano di Avellino DOCG 2015
$18.18 Wholesale, $21.99 Retail
+699561
SPEC Case/12

Pretty and elegant Fiano, with pure
floral notes, crisp structure, bright
minerality, and a fine elegance.

Santandrea Taurasi DOCG 2011
$29.91 Wholesale, $33.49 Retail
+861773
SPEC Case/12

Strong hints of chocolate and mint.
Full tannins owing to the volcanic
soils of Taurasi. Aglianico grapes
displayed in the most classic form.

Marziacanale Taurasi DOCG 2009
$33.63 Wholesale, $39.99 Retail
+842625
SPEC Case/6

Jammy and full bodied wine,
produced entirely from the
Marziacanale vineyard. Rich in
minerality and balanced acidity.

Sesto A Quinconce Irpinia Aglianico DOC 2008
$70.16 Wholesale, $86.99 Retail
+690198
SPEC Case/6

Loaded with fruit and spices, with
pleasant balance between tannicity
and minerality, giving an uncommon
viscosity.

Greg Kochuk
Manager
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Roce Roce Campania Fiano IGT 2013
$29.37 Wholesale, $34.99 Retail
+645135
SPEC Case/6 (500 ml)

Late harvested Fiano. A charming
note of peach and orange developing
into almond and soft acacia.

LA DAMA
The Veneto, Italy
La Dama originated from owners Gabriele and Miriam Del Canale’s great
desire to work in the wine business, and be wine owners of the highest
order. Their vineyards include La Dama, Cà Besi, Corbellari, Pozza
Ferrera, Le Porte and IL Colombarino, kissed by the sun and the breeze
from Lake Garda.

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC 2013
(Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara)
$16.95 Wholesale, $20.29 Retail
+865691
SPEC Case/12
Certified Organic

Bright ruby red colour with purple hues.

Intense aromas of fresh fruit like
cherry and red currant. The palate
denotes bright freshness, with moderate
and unaggressive tannins.

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO RIPASSO SUPERIORE DOC 2011
(Corvina, Rondinella, Molinara)
Smooth and elegant profile, with hints of
$19.79 Wholesale, $22.99 Retail
ripe cherries, blackberries, exotic
+771600
SPEC Case/12
spices, cloves, nutmeg and traces of
Certified Organic

tobacco. Soft, vivid and refined in the
mouth.

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOCG 2010
(Corvina, Corvivone, Rondinella)
Intense ruby red with garnet hues, and a
$39.91 Wholesale, $46.99 Retail
complex aroma of liquor cherries,
+882068
SPEC Case/6
dried plums, spices and tobacco.
Certified Organic

Greg Kochuk
Manager

Its lengthy taste is warm, full and
vigorous.
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CARPINETA FONTALPINO
Tuscany, Italy
Owned by the Cresti family since the 1960s, Gioia has taken her years of
working in France and with Carlo Ferrini, and developed her own unique
style of
winemaking. The results are high quality
wines
with worldwide awards and recognitions.

Intense ruby red with faintly garnet
CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG 2013
(Sangiovese 100%)
tones. The initial aromatic sensations
$25.03 Wholesale, $29.99 Retail
are sweet and vanilla-like. The clean,
+736199
SPEC Case/12
ethereal bouquet highlights Sangiovese’s
spicy notes.
WINE SPECTATOR – 90 POINTS (2012, 2011, 2009), 89 POINTS (2010)

DO UT DES
Super Tuscan 2012
(Merlot 34%, Sangiovese 33%,
Cabernet Sauvignon 33%)
$38.88 Wholesale, $45.99 Retail
+035261
SPEC Case/6

Somewhere in between a Bordeaux and a
Brunello. Floral and cherry notes, dark
fruit on palate. Very enjoyable now after
a little decanting.

GAMBERO ROSSO – TRE BICCHIERI (2013, 2010, 2009, 2008)
WINE SPECTATOR – 93 POINTS (2011), 90 POINTS (2010, 2009, 2008)
JAMES SUCKLING – 93 POINTS (2010)

TENUTA CAROBBIO
Tuscany, Italy
The vineyards of Tenuta Carobbio are located in Panzano, in what is
known as ‘Conca d’Oro’ – the golden valley of Chianti Classico. They
have an ideal elevation of 350 – 400 m above sea level, mainly south
facing. These are ideal conditions in which Sangiovese reaches its full
potential.

CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA DOCG 2011
(Sangiovese 100%)
$34.08 Wholesale, $42.99 Retail
+682427 LISTED Case/12
Greg Kochuk
Manager

The colour is deep ruby garnet red
enhanced by a complex aroma of red
fruits and a pleasant final hint of
licorice. Well structured, with a strong,
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sophisticated taste. Aged for 18
months in French oak barrels.
WINE ADVOCATE, WINE ENTHUSIAST – 90 POINTS, WINE & SPIRITS – 91 POINTS

VIGNETI ZANATTA
Sardinia, Italy
In 1973, Bruno Zanatta began his experience with vineyards in the
Gallura region of Sardinia, in the north of the island. Bringing his
son Marco along in his oenological pursuits, Bruno has amassed
over 247 acres of land, completing the entire production cycle with
his winery opening in 2008. Today it produces world class wines
made from Vermentino and Cannonau.

VERMENTINO DI SARDEGNA 2015
(Vermentino 100%)
$13.96 Wholesale, $17.49 Retail
+951160 LISTED Case/12

Straw coloured, with greenish hues. A

fine and elegant fragrance, typically
aromatic, with balanced flavour and
good structure. Ideal with seafood.

VERMENTINO DI GALLURA DOC 2015
(Vermentino 100%)
$17.79 Wholesale, $21.49 Retail
+964197
SPEC Case/12

Bright lemon yellow with green

reflections. Bouquet of jasmine and
wild flowers. The taste is rich with
lemon zest and golden colour, with a
smooth finish.

CANNONAU DI SARDEGNA 2014
(Cannonau 100%)
$13.96 Wholesale, $16.99 Retail
+253112
SPEC Case/12

Bright garnet colour with an intense,

persistent flavour. It has herbaceous
aromas along with notes of plum and
black fruits. Dried fruit and cooked
plum flavours are layered with supple
tannins.

Greg Kochuk
Manager
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